Dosimetric analysis of rectal filling on rectal doses during vaginal cuff brachytherapy.
Several studies have analyzed the effect of bladder filling during vaginal cuff brachytherapy (VCB), but the effect of rectum filling has not been studied. We sought to evaluate the effects of rectal volume on rectal doses during postoperative VCB. Brachytherapy planning CT scans (334 sets) obtained from 92 consecutive patients treated with VCB were resegmented (bladder and rectum) and replanned retrospectively using the same parameters to homogenize data and improve analysis. Rectal volume and a set of values derived from dose-volume histograms (DVHs) were extracted (maximal dose [Dmax], D0.1cc, D1cc, and D2cc). Univariate and multivariate analyses were carried out to evaluate the association between rectal volume and DVH metrics after adjusting for other clinical factors. A positive significant correlation was observed between rectal volume correlated and Dmax, D0.1cc, D1cc, and D2cc. Multiple linear regression models found that rectal volume, cylinder angle position, and cylinder diameter variables correlated significantly with the different DVH parameters analyzed. These variables explained the 14.5% and 18% of variance on regression models. Larger rectal volumes are associated with higher rectal dose parameters during VCB fractions. Prospective studies are needed to investigate whether these data are linked to differences in rectal toxicity.